The Logophilia Pronunciation Programme for Teachers
A 6-hour English Etymology Education based Pronunciation Programme to teach
the “why’s” of English sounds, so your Teachers never have to memorise pronunciation.
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ETYMOLOGY-BASED PRONUNCIATION PROGRAMME PROPOSAL
Two-Day Pronunciation Programme for Teachers
The Logophilia Pronunciation Programme

A: Executive Summary
The Logophilia Pronunciation Programme is Logophilia’s Etymology-based Pronunciation
Programme. Teachers are engaged in an intense 6-hour experiential programme, wherein they
are exposed to sounds in the English Language through Orthoepy principles, delivered through
Etymology Education. The Pronunciation Programme provides a powerful and systematic
explanation of the Sounds in the English Language, which leads the teachers to develop an
understanding of the ”why” of the Pronunciation of English Words.

B: Objectives & Expected Outcomes of the Programme
The Logophilia Pronunciation Programme can be seen as a Programme that give teachers an
intuitive ability of:
•
•

identifying the logic behind English sounds and their origins
understanding how to read and write English sounds through:
the International Phonetic Alphabet,
transliteration pronouncing English words, without memorising

C: Organisation & Facilitators
The Organisation
Logophilia Education Pvt. Ltd. is India's first and only English Etymology Education organisation. We
pioneer the use of English Etymology Education in the simplification and sophistication of language
comprehension amongst teachers. We partner with various schools, colleges and universities,
worldwide, to educate students about the structure and simplicity of the English Language.
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The Facilitator
Dhruv Raj Sharma
MA, Cognitive Science,
Specialisation in Psycholinguistics
Centre of Behavioural and Cognitive Sciences,
Allahabad
Intensive Latin Programme,
Department of Ancient Classics,
University College Cork,
Cork, Republic of Ireland
MA, Applied Psychology,
Department of Applied Psychology,
University of Delhi

Dhruv Raj Sharma is the Founder & Chief Ideator of Logophilia Education Pvt. Ltd., and has been a thought leader in the
Etymology Education initiative in India since 2006. Dhruv has unique qualification in Psycholinguistics, and in Ancient
Classical Latin Vocabulary. His education in Applied Psychology and Cognitive Science lend a strong academic rigour
to his approach to English Etymology facilitation. On the other hand, his extensive experience in the counselling of
adolescents and young adults does wonders to his handling of young learning minds, making him a powerful, yet a very
sensitive, facilitator.

D: Workshop Requirements & Flow
The Programme:
I.

The Language Talk: The Language Talk is organised by Logophilia with mutual understanding with the
Institution, to expose the teachers to the methodology of Etymology Education. During this Talk teachers get
sensitised to fundamental concepts about English Pronunciation to an introductory extent, so that even those
who do not opt for the Workshop get an exposure to English Pronunciation through Etymology Education. The
Talk also serves as a sensitiser, for the need to study Etymology. Logophilia does not charge a per capita cost
for the Language Talk.
Duration: 30 minutes*
Remuneration: A basic honorarium of Rs. 2,000 + GST (18%)

*

In case a mass seating facility is not available, we can conduct up to multiple Language Talks a day
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II. Pronunciation Workshop: The Language Talk is followed up with The Logophilia Pronunciation Programme - an
intense Etymology-based 6-hour experiential Pronunciation Programme. We insist that there should not be a lag
of more than 7 days between the Talk and The Logophilia Pronunciation Programme.

E: Basic Requirements
Space: a lecture theatre/auditorium
Technology: (Upon mutual agreement)
LCD projection
a screen for the projection
a collar microphone
speakers (that can play through a computer)

§
§
§
§

F: Programme Fees & Expenses
Cost per Teacher
Travel
Accommodation & Food

` 885 (including GST)
AC 2-tier Indian Railways fare for 2
Logophilia personnel
Two rooms for a team of 2
Logophilia Education personnel

G: Programme Benefits
This programme is being made available at a highly subsidised introductory charge, which is inclusive of:
•
•
•

a 6-hour Experiential English Pronunciation Workshop
1 Workshop Participation Certificate
a pre- and post- Pronunciation Ability Assessment

H: How to Confirm this Workshop for your Teachers
1.

Choose Dates: Please choose whether the dates and time for the Students' & Teachers' programmes. These need
to coincide. The Logophilia Calendar would struggle to make time to come separately for a Teachers' workshop.

2.

Send Official Consent: Please send in your official consent by signing and stamping Pages 1 and 3
of the Pronunciation Programme Dossier.

3.

Confirm Availability of Auditorium: Please also send us confirmation of the availability of the School Auditorium

4.

Travel Reimbursement: Our travels from and to your School have to be arranged. Please let us know if you
would be booking these for us, or would like to reimburse them for us

